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ABSTRACT

The Self-checkout kiosk system with RFID-based payment module

(SCHECK) is to provide a convenient checkout alternative for customers in

hypermarts to checkout their items. The system shall reduce the overall time taken

for the whole checkout process and is specially addressed for the time-crunched

individuals. The system will embodies the oonventional cheokout pnocess in

hypermarts while enhancing the convenience for customers and speed the overall

process. The author, inspired by the capabilities and potential in RFID technology

has decided to embed the technology into his project. SCIIECK will use the RFID

technology in its payment module in order to provide a speedy checkout elperience

for customers in hypermarts. In fact, through SCIIECK, the author aspires to orpose

the Malaysian community to the RFID based payment card technology; e.g. Touch n

Go card and leverage the utilization of the technology in the couutry through the

retail industry, Lastly, this project will also act as a platform to study the

implementation of RFID based payment card technology in lvlalaysia and its
acceptance rate among the Malaysian community.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

l.l Background ofStudy

The Self-checkout kiosk system with RFID- based payment card module

(SCHECK) for Hypermarts is a kiosk-based application system with RFID reader

and barcode reader implementation. Basically, it allows the customers to perform

goods self-checkout in hypermarts with the help of RFID-based payment cards. The

project addresses the enormous potential that RFID-based payment card has in order

to become the future main payment mode, and the possibility of reducing the overall

time taken for customers' checkout process in hypermarts in Malaysia.

Over the past few decades, we have witnessed some of the incredible things that

RFID technology has done in our lives; from transportation to education systems,

parcel tracking to health monitoring. Undeniably, RFID is etching itself more and

more into different aspects of our lives as the time goes by.

Technically, RFID utilizes the electromagnetic waves in transmitting and

receiving data and information. RFID tags or transponders are able to communicate

interchangeably with RFID readers to exchange data and information. This feature of
RFID has made it possible for us to track the present of the tags from distant.

Hence, due to its capabilities in transmitting and receiving information

wirelessly, RFID technology is ought to have a great potential in realizing the much

anticipated ubiquitous computing technology; especially in the commercial

industries. An example will be the introduction of the RFID based payment card to

automate the fare collection process in public transport industry; e.g. trains and bus

services. One famous successful example is the famous Octopus card in Hong Kong.

On the other hand, the self-checkout kiosk technology has been implemented in

developed countries such as United Kingdom, United States of America, Japan and

Korea since the late 20s century. The kiosks are designed to automate the overall



customer checkout process in Hypermarts; from scanning the

payment using cash or cards at the kiosk.

to making a

This project will thus, provide a platform for the customers to checkout their

purchases without the need of a cashier and cash. This is the need to cater the hectic

lifestyle of the customers nowadays. With the busy schedule, people want everything

to be done fast and conveniently, and that is solely the purpose of this project; to

minimize the overall time taken for the entire checkout process in hypermarts.

With this kiosk around, people would have an alternative mechanism to

checkout their items; hence, minimizing the issues of long queues in hlryermarts

while conveniently provides speed and conhol to the customers. Besides, customers

will no longer need to bring plenty amount of cash whenever they shop for their

groceries. They only need to bring the RFID-based payment card which can be used

to pay for the groceries without worrying about the balance and small shanges.

Lastly, from the hypermarts management's view, this kiosk will greatly reduce

the cost that they need to invest in cashiers flaining and development progrm. In

fact the implementation of these kiosks would have minimized the number of
cashiers needed to operate the store.

items



1.2 Problem Statement

The overall checkout process in hypermarts is time consuming due to:

r. Longwaiting in checkout queues

Hypermarts normally get overly crowded on weekend, especially when it's

the pay-day week at the end of the month; hence, this explains the long

waiting time in the long queues at the cashiers. Often, customers seem to get

stuck in the checkout lines for a significant amount of time and this certainly

is not favoured by any normal shoppers.

ii. Leng;thy payment prucess

Adding to the predicament, the customers' overall checkout time is also

affected by the speed of the payment processes. currently in Malaysia, the

customers have three options when it comes to paying their items in

hypermarts; cash, credit cards and debit cards. However, the issue rises when

these modes of payments contribute a significant amount of time to the

overall checkout process; further stretching the customers' waiting time. This

is true especially when they use their credit and debit cards; having to wait for

the cashiers to validate the card, issues a receipt, and request for the

customer's signature in order complete a particular transaction.

iii. ('ashiers' IneLficiencies

The speed of the overall checkout processes ultimately relies on the cashiers'

efficiency. Cashiers main responsibility is to ensure that the customers are

happy with their services - which mean the checkout process must end up

smoothly and conveniently as fast as possible. However, often cashiers

services and performance are affected by their moods; which is normal in

being a human. Nonetheless, swampy face and rude attitude could potentially

wrecks down the cashiers' entire services to the customers - ends up with an

unhappy customers whining as they leave the hypermarts.



1.3 Objectives & Scope of Study

The goal of this project is to address the lengthy checkout problems in

hypermarts by introducing Self-checkout Kiosk System with RFID-based payment

module. The objectives are as follow:

Shorten the waiting lines

checkout mechanism.

Shorten the time taken for

module.

in hypermarts by introducing an alternative

payment processes with RFID payment card

o To provide more purchase privacy & freedom to customers.

The project will cover the areas as follow:

o Study the feasibility of the project

o Understanding the payment mechanism of RFIDbased payment card

o Understanding the processes involved during checkout in hypermarts

o Study the acceptance rate of RFID-based payment card among Malaysians

o Develop the system addressing the real need of customers in hypermarts

. Implementing the system and compiling the documentation

1.4 The Relevancy of the Project

This project will strive to provide the utmost convenient shopping experience to
hypermarts customers especially those with high-demanding lifestyle where

everything needs to be done in a quick and efficient manner. In fact, this system adds

value to the overall checkout process in hypermarts by providing speed, convenient

and purchase privacy to the customers.

Besides, the author realizes the big potential of RFID card to become the future

"cashless" mode of payment and intends to use this project and the retail industry to

leverage the usage of RFID-based payment cards in Malaysia.



1.2. I Problem Identification

i. Hypermarts Customers WANT:

o Alternative checkout mechanism

. Speedier payment mechanism

o No-cash environment

Hypermarts Management WANT :

Cost reduction in the long run

Improved customer satisfaction & retention

1.2.2 Significance of the project

If the RFID card based Self-checkout Kiosk System were to b€

implemented in hypermarts in Malaysia, it will serve as an alternative checkout

mechanism for users who:

l. Time-crunched individuals; those who would like to spend as lesser

time as possible queuing to pay for their items.

Seeks for a more convenient way to checkout their items.

Do not prefer to bring a large amount of cash and small changes

around

Thus, by having an alternative method of checking out their goods, it can

help to ease the long queues at peak times in hypermarts. In fact, the waiting

time can be reduced significantly; considering Malaysians are embracing this

project. Besides, by using RFID-based payment cards, it allows the customers to

skip the wait for balance and small changes. The virtual money stored in the

customers' cards will be deducted the exact amount of price of the items

purchased. Hence, adding value to the checkout process; speedier and more

convenient.

ll.
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Last but not least, from the hypermarts point of view, this new system can be

seen as one way to increase customer satisfaction, reduce the operating cost and to

optimize the hypermarts' profit in the long run.

1.5 Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame

The author has two semesters of his final year to realize this project, which is

roughly eight to nine months of time frame. In the first half of the time frame, the

author will focus on the following parts:

o Identi&ing the need for the system

o Clarifying the problem statement and scope of the project

o Understanding hypermarts business operdions and RFID card payment

mechanism

o Carry out research in order to understand the conceptual and technical design

of the mechanisms involved

o Market analysis and redefining of the value proposition to customers and

hypermarts as well as RFID payment card operator

e Come out with a the most feasible design and process flow for the system

. Redefining scope and functionalities of the system

. Acquiring hardware and relevant parts for the development of the system

While in the second half of the time frame, the author will focus on the following

few parts:

o System development

o System testing and redefining

. Systemimplementation



GHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 The New Technological Hype: Self-checkout Kiosk

"The day is approaching when most of our common transactions may be

information-rich, but first an extensive supporting infrastructure must be developed

in lhree qreas: devices, networking, und trust." Fichman and Cronin (2003).

Everlhing is moving fast these days; people are becoming more and more

demanding than before. The hectic schedule and high demand lifestyle we are living

in had tumed us into a "Time-crunched" society; and inconvenience is simply

intolerable these days.

A self-checkout kiosk is a computer-like device that provides people with

self-service access to products and services. Similar to home or office PCs, self-

checkout kiosk may provide Internet access for web surfing and email, tools for

viewing multimedia files, and access to various software applications. However,

unlike a regular computer, a kiosk typically perforrns only a few specific tasks. They

are usually designed to be used by many different people, and is often optimized for

remote control and management - without the need of permanent monitoring

attendants. (Wirespring Technology, 2002).

We have seen a lot of industries have started to adopt the self-checkout

mechanism to-date. Some popular examples are:

o Automated Teller Machines (ATM)

The most infamous example, the banks' Automated Teller Machine (ATM) is

definitely one thing we could not live without nowadays. It has been part of
our daily lives that we no longer need a bank account book. All we need is a

chip-based card to perform our transactions over the self-service ATM

machines.



Automated oirli ne check- in systems

Starting November l$, 2010 ago, the infamous low-cost airline in Malaysia;

AirAsia has begun to provide another check-in mechanism for its passengers;

through the self-checkout kiosks that were made available in airports.

According to its commercial regional head, Kathleen Tan, the new

mechanism was intended to provide more convenient for the passengers as

they will no longer have to turn up extra early in airport; queuing up to check-

in over the counters; and this has in turn reduced the traffic congestion at the

airport (Nambiar, 201 0).

. Interaclive catalogs'.

This type of catalogs kiosk can usually be found at major car or bkes

showrooms; e.g: MercedezBerz etc. The interactive catalogs kiosk provide

information about the products or services of the particular company to the

audience.

o Recruiting kiosks:

Major companies take advantage of kiosk technology to do recruiting

activities. Apart from displaying information about the company dtring

convention or career carnival, recruiting kiosks can be more interactive in a

way that applicants are able to submit their job applications there and then

through the kiosk - guided and without the need to print their vitaes!

The advantages of self-checkout kiosks hence are significant, and there are

increasing number of companies that have started utilizing this technology to cater

their customers' needs nowadays. In fact, there are a lot more industries out there

that are still looking for opportunities to embrace the self-checkout mechanism in

their businesses.



2.1.1 Anatomy of self-checkout kiosks

Self-checkout kiosk comes in many different shapes and sizes; depending

on its purpose and the environment it is intended to be used in. Besides, they can

also be very simple and take form of a regular PC while performing specified

tasks and provides self service mechanisms to its users.

Although every kiosk are different to some extent, most of the kiosks

needs the basic few elements to operates: a cabinet, CPU, a display device,

additional peripherals for additional functionalities, and exterior signage. The

display and interface peripherals can be as simple as a regular monitor, keyboard

and mouse, or more exotic, like a large-screen plasma display and touchscreen.

(Wirespring Firecast, 2002)

Option 1

Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

.'tr

[-OptionT-l
adpfr-onZ-l
adpiionT-l
foptionz-l

2.1 Basic components of a self-checkout kiosk

. Hardware characteristics

For self-checkout kiosks, that are usually located in public places, the use of

keyboard and mouse as navigation and input mechanism is not feasible as

they can be easily ripped off. Hence, to address this issue, touch-screen

monitors and specialized embedded keyboards or buttons are used. Also, for

security reasons, most of kiosks have cameras to monitor and record users

actions. Besides, kiosks often is connected to Internet or at least via a network

to its owner - for status report and paying services report etc.

For kiosks that provide paying services, they have credit card readers and

cash-intake devices attached to aid the payment processes and the most

important part of the kiosk is an unintemrptible power supply to allow the
9
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kiosk to end its job in a regular way in case of a power shortage. Often, all the

hardware is placed inside strong metal case, to protect them from weather and

fiom being damaged by destructive-oriented users; and the metal case is

usually coupled to the ground to make it difficult or nearly impossible to be

transported. Additional hardware can be attached to kiosk for specific

purposes; e.g: receipt printers, barcode scanners RFID readers etc. Kiosks that

have any kind of material input or output, require periodic maintenance:

refilling printers and receipt paper trays, etc. (Zivanov, Raki6 & Hajdukovid,

2008)

r Software characteristics

There are also a few significant differences in software traits between kiosks

and regular PCs. This is majorly caused by the different hardware input

devices and different target user group between those two. The kiosk users

are normally guided step by step in the process of using it through a simple

user interface.

The kiosks' user interface, most of the time consist of static interconnected

screens, where each screen displays only currently needed information to

reduce errors possibilities. After successfully completing the tasks on a

particular screen, users are guided to the next. The user interface needs to be

as simple as possible in order to be used by users with little or no technical

knowledge.

The kiosk screens are displayed in full screen format, hiding everything of

underlying operating system. This is necessary because users must not

interact with the kiosks' operating system directly. In most cases, screen

elements are limited to buttons, labels, pictures and input fields. Hence, for

interactions with users, kiosks normally use peripheral buttons or embedded

keyboard (for touch screen display devices) as in Figure 2.l.In almost all

cases, kiosks applications have no mouse-like navigations and only relies on

touch screen inputs or buttons input to receive inputs from users. (Zivanov,

Rakie & Hajdukovi6, 2008)

10



In tenn of operating system, most kiosks simply run on a desktop OS like

Microsoft Windows, and use third party software to cover up any holes and

add in kiosk specific features. Recently, though, there are some operating

systems been designed and built solely to run on self-checkout kiosks

developed by few companies. (Wirespring, 2002)

2.1.2 The Significant of Self'checkout Kiosks in Hypermarts

Technologies are replacing the manual and conventional mechanism

everywhere nowadays. The same thing applies to retail industry; they are

continuously looking for opportunities to automate the entire checkout process

in their stores. The conventional checkout mechanism which has been practiced

until today requires customers to bring their checkout items to the cashiers for

scanning and payments. However, there have been several issues addressed by

the public on the conventional checkout mechanism.

According to Beal (2009), the long waiting time in queues is the major

bottleneck for customers shopping in hypermarts. Barbaro (2007) claims that the

long lines can be hurtful to businesses especially retailers and can be a major

turn off factor for customers; causing them to back away from it. Besides, not

only the line can be a major turn off factor, the lengthy payment process

possesses equal threat to hypermarts in this context.

Psychological research has shown that customers, most of the time

perceived their waiting time to be far longer than it actually is. Maister (2005)

came up with several theories on this matter. In one of his theory, he claims that

customers perceive unoccupied time to be longer than occupied time. Hence,

when one is doing nothing but waiting for the cashiers to process the customers

in front of him, he will feel that his unoccupied waiting time to be longer than it

actually is. This could be a major motivator for the customer to turn off and

leave the hypermart without buyng anything or can eventually leads to a

surprisingly agonizing shopping experience for the customer.

11



The customers' turn off rate may lead to major losses to businesses.

Hence, the hypermarts will need to come up with an alternative system which

can reduce the waiting time in queues, simplify the payment process or method

and eventually offer convenience and practicality to customers - Self Checkout

kiosk.

Besides that, considering cashiers are human beings, there are certain

limitations to what we are capable of. While most of us can learn basic things

very fast, some just fall behind especially when it comes to dealing with other

people and providing services. Thus, training and development program are

required for cashiers in performing their jobs. This could only mean additional

cost for the hypermarts in their operations. Not to mention that castriers have

emotions, and when they are on turmoil, their performances get affected; so ,ts

the service they provide to the customers. Inefficiencies of the cashiers is also

one of the major contributing factor of customers turn off rate in hypermarts.

Hence, by having the Self-checkout system, these subjective human factors can

be rid off.

2.1.3 Self-checkout Kiosk in Hypermarts: Hype or Hope?

We have read about the existence of Self-checkout mechanisms in most of

the developed countries in the world; United States, United Kingdom, Japan,

Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan etc. These Self-checkout kiosks serve as an

alternative to the manual checkout lanes staffed by cashiers; they are intended to

provide the customers a convenient and speedier checkout process.

The Self-checkout option however is not intended to cater for mothers

with their hands full of bags and babies but it is meant for shoppers who want a

quick and convenient checkout process; grab it and go style. The following

figure shows the result of a survey carried out by a company in United States

highlighting some of the key benefits provided by a Self-checkout kiosk:

72
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Figure 2.2 Response from customers on the key benefits of using Self-
checkout kiosk in hypermarts (Massachusetts Institute of Technologr, 2006)

Figure 2.I shows a typical cash-based Self-checkout kiosk implemented in

hypermarts nowadays. It comprises of a touch screen monitor to guide the

customers throughout the checkout process, a basket stand, barcode reader,

payment module, bagging area and a lane light. There are other models in the

market which include automatic belts for ease of product arrangement bagging

process for customers.

Figure 2.3 Example of a self checkout kiosk in hypermarts

Self-service checkout kiosks have been intoduced for more than l0 years

in commercial industry. The technology was first invented to provide more

control, convenience and speed to the customers especially the time-crunched

individuals. However, in reality the reactions from customers though, were

mixed (CBSNews, 201l). Some favour the traditional cashiers staffed checkout

lanes and some prefer to use the Self-checkout.

13



"Our philosophy is giving customers options. People shop in dffirent

ways and we wanl lo occommodate their preferences," said Suzi Robinson, o

spokeswoman Jbr Stop & Shop Supermarket Co., which has self-serve lanes in

about 85 percent o/'its nearly 100 stores in the Northeast." (CBSNews, 201l).

Clearly the approach taken by Robinson was the right choice; self-

checkout kiosks are not meant to replace the traditional checkout mechanism and

will not eliminates the role of cashiers from retail industries, but it exist as an

alternative mechanism for those customers who don't prefer to linger around the

checkout lanes doing nothing but waiting.

2.1.4 Self-checkout Kiosk: Challenges in Hypermarts context

Self-checkout kiosk is definitely not a flawless system on its own. Since its

first introduction about a decade ago, reactions from people vary. Some people

are embracing the new technology without a doubt, but some are still having

issues with the new system. What seems to be the problem?

According to Grohol (2008), Winterman (2009), Mostue (2011) and

Rogers (201l), the following are the few major problems with the current self-

checkout kiosk in hypermarts.

Oomplex Procedure

under normal occasion, the self-checkout kiosks are programmed with an

anti-theft mechanism; in which some strict rules been imposed - which

could only mean more confusion and freedom limitaions to the customers.

This indeed, is one of the major demotivator for customers to use the

checkout kiosk.

Payment Module

Most of the self-checkout kiosk we have seen to date supports multiple

modes of payments; cash, credit cards etc - which sometimes leads to

confusion and inconvenience of waiting for changes and the verification
process ofthe cards.

t.
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Purchase o.f products with restrictions

Some products have age restrictions imposed; alcohol, certain types of

drugs etc. This has raised the attention of the public towards the

probability of under-age kids or teenagers obtaining these restricted

products via the self-checkout kiosk.

T'heft ' Honesty issues

From the hypermarts' perspective, thefts have always been their major

concern. With the lack of security features or theft-prevention system

installed, the self-checkout kiosk is deemed as an easy way for the thieves

to steal the items from the hypermarts. This though, is a very subjective

issue and can be overcome by adjusting the business process to the usage

model of that of self-checkout kiosk.

K iosk Manogem ent issues

Due to the fact that kiosks are typically deployed at multiple locations that

lack on-site technical support, crashed kiosks will be a major headache for

hypermarts. The crashed kiosks displaying the "Blue Screen of Death"

will remain unusable until a technician or trained employee arrives to reset

the machine - which means loss of valuable resources for the hypermarts

and could lead to customers' rejection on using the kiosks.

However, love it or hate it, according to Anand, (2011), the self-checkout

mechanism is not leaving the retail scene anytime soon.

"self-checkout suppliers ranked in $524.1 million worrdwide in 2010, a 46

percent increase from 2007, according to technologt research firm vDC

Research Group, which projects growth of 84 percent over the next Jive years."

Anand, 201 l.

Besides, with technology advancement, the self-checkout kiosk will
continue to gtow and dominate the industry while coming out with solutions to

solve the challenges one by one as the time goes.

ut

lv

v.
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2.2 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) in 21't Century

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has found itself a place in the

spotlight of today's ubiquitous automatic identification environment. Starting as part

of the effort to increase the efficiency of spotting allies air units in air combats during

World War II in 1948, RFID has managed to strive its way into the fast pace global

environment of the 2l"t century; from transportation systems to education systems,

logistics tracking to healthcare monitoring; RFID has now becomes a very important

aspect of our daily lives (Rida, Y*g, and Tentzeris,20l0).

Technically, RFID transmits electromagnetic waves in sending and receiving

data or information. An RFID system comprises of RFID tags or transponders, an

RFID reader or writer, middleware, encoder and application software. According to

Rida, Yang and Tentzeris (2010), RFID tags or transponders have greater data and

information storing capacity compared to most of its rivals - Barcodes, Magnetic

Stripes Cards and other Smartcards. The RFID tags communicate interchangeably

with RFID readers or writers in exchanging data and information wirelessly without

human interference. Weiss (2003), claims that most of the commonly found RFID

tags in our daily lives are read only - only capable of transmitting data to be read by

RFID readers, and those which are rewriteable are a bit cosfly compared to the first.

In data transmission, the readers or writers will first send radio-frequency siguals to

the tag; which comprises of a chip and an antenna, requesting for access to the data it

contained. The tag will then transmit the requested daa contained in the chip to the

readers through its antenna. However, in order to transform the data received into

meaningful information, the readers or writers, often embedded along with encoders,

will encode the data before transmitting it in digital form to the ryplication software

with the help of a middleware (Hossain and Prybutoh 2003).

In fact, this ability of RFID technology has in storing and transmitting data and

information passively has captured the attention of the industry players. Its enormous

potential in commercial industry has contributed to its wide usage in the industry to

date. Some of the fields that has adopted RFID technology into their systems to date:

Point of Sale (POS), Automated Vehicle Identification (AVI) systems, access contol

to buildings or rooms within buildings, livestock identification, asset tracking, pet



ownership identification, warehouse management and logistics, product tracking in a

supply chain, product security, raw material tracking/parts movement within

factories, library books check-in/check-out, railroad car tracking, luggage tracking at

airports, and telemedicine (Panigraphy, Jena and Turuk, 201l) and its
implementation is continuously growing with time. It is only a matter of time until

we realize that RFID tags are everywhere in every corner of the world.

2.2.1 RFID in Commercial Industry

RFID technology is now moving into more sophisticated applications in

our lives. One of the significant traits of RFID technology that helps in gaining

the attention in the wireless automated identification field is its expendability

and flexibility in supporting additional functions. Hence, scientists and

researchers are continuously drawn into expanding the usability and practicality

of RFID implementation in various industries in our daily lives.

The efforts have led to the commercialization of RFID technology in

various industries we have known today; parcel tracking and detecting system in

logistic industry, access control system in education, health and corporate world,

and most definitely the most popular hit; contactless smart card for automated

fare collection system in transportation and retail industries (Rida, Yang, and

Tentzeris, 2010).

Generally, RFID hits the commercial industry in 1980s. It was not long

after that it captured the industry's attention to its big potential, especially in the

backend operations such as product tracking as part of the supply chain

management strategies. Besides, the biggest and the famous convenient store in

United States; Wal-Mart was one of the key players who adopted RFID

technology in their supply chain early back then. Spreading its wings, RFID

continue to hype in commercial industry in 1990's; leading to some of the

greatest breakthroughs in the industry itself. Entering the 21s century, RFID

continues to shine; its new potential been discovered as one of the way to make

secure payment without involving cash.
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2.3 Electronic Fund Transfer (EF"!: Need for a Convenient Cashless Payment

Method

Electronic Fund Transfer has been hype since the late 20s century. EFT is

basically the electronic exchange of money or tokens for payment purposes through

computer-based systems as oppose to using the conventional paper cash and coins.

This field has long been penetrated by the banking entities and those credit suppliers;

VISA and MasterCard and ought to have a big potential in realizing the 'tashless

future" dream. (Lamond, 1996)

Credit cards and Debit cards are two major well known Electronic Fund Transfer

(EFT) methods in the market. However, according to McKeen et al (2003), one of

the major drawbacks of credit cards or debit cards is the time consuming process it

takes in performing a payment transaction. As been mentioned in the earlier part of
this review, this is one of the major bottlenecks for customers in hypermarts

especially for the time-crunched customers.

The authorization process involved in a credit card transaction is as shown in

Figure I (Metzger, 2009). Basically, whenever the cashier swipe a customer's credit

card in hypermarts, the credit card reader will need to first, authorize the card" then,

communicate with the server back at the banks' end to validate the outstanding

balance before they can proceed with the tansaction. The time taken for the entire

process will depend on the bandwidth of the network and the connection.

Adding to the hustle, the customers will need to enter their persoml

identification number (Pn'Q and put their initial on the receipt as consent and

validation for the transaction. The overall credit card paynent process is as shown in

Figure 2.3 and 2.4. Besides, the fact that credit cards allow one to spend way over his

average monthly income and the amount of interest applied has led to some major

social and economic problems to date; bankruptcy among youngsters due to bad

financial management, bad shopping habits etc.

A debit card, on the other hand, operdes basically the same way with credit

cards except for the part that they have certain limitation in term of the custometrs'

maximum spending amount. The spending limit is determined by the amount of



money one has in the bank account linked to the debit card; thus, avoiding

overspending. However, technical wise, its payment transaction process is basically

similar with credit cards'; as time consuming as it can be, depending on the

bandwidth and the speed of connection.
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In fact, despite its wide acceptance in the society, according to McKeen et al

(2003), credit cards and debit cards are failing in terms of effrciency especially when

it comes to small transactions. Most of the time, those people who embnaced such

payment method only use them when it comes to large transactions. Usually,

shopping in hypermarts for your everyday items will not involve such large

transactions and some smart customers are willing to use cash instead; it is indeed a

lot faster and more convenient. Besides, it is just not worth the long waiting time to

get you to pay for your items while in the end they still going to chrge you with

additional interest on the credits you used.

Thus, in simpler words, the current credit card and debit card transactions

process are too time consuming and inconvenient. Hence, it would be desirable to

implement a new simpler and convenient mechanism for customers to pay for their

items without the need for cash and RFID technology is the next big thing the

industry is looking into.
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2.4 Realizing Cashless Future: RFID-based payment cards

People nowadays are getting more and more technology conscious. Most of the

things in our lives nowadays involved the so called computing environment - using

computer and technology to assist in daily processes. This has been one of the major

motivator for businesses to adopt RFID into their systems. Realizing the big potential

that RFID has, some of the companies began their venture into utilizing it in aiding

payment processes; as one of the alternative Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) method.

There are many RFID-based payment cards have been implemented across the

nations to date; T-Money Card in SouthKore4 EZ-LI* Card in Singapore, Touch n'

Go Card in Malaysia, Octopus Card in Hong Kong, Oyster Card in London, Easy

Card in Taiwan, EZ Tag in North Texas and Houston, FasTrak in Californi4

Pikepass in Oklahoma, and SunPass in Florida (Hossain and Prybutoh 2008).

Basically all these cards utilized the RFID's capability of sending and storing

information wirelessly in their system.

Figure 2.6 Examples of RFIILbased payment cards

i. Convenience; short Transaction Processing Time and wide Area of
()overage

These cards have managed to redefine the whole meaning of convenience for

the customers. Ever since they exist, they allow the customers to pay for their

goods and services wirelessly without the need for cash. These contactless,

rechargeable smartcards have been implemented in various industries across

the countries. For example, the famous octopus card in Hong Kong, which

was first introduced in 1997 to ease the fare collection process in Hong

Kong's public transportation industry, has captured almost the e,lrtire seven

million Hong Kong residents market and in fact, there are now l0 millions
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Octopus Cards circulated; which far exceed the entire Hong Kong's

population (Chau and Poon, 2003 and Octopus, 201l).

The implementation of octopus Card in Hong Kong was so successful that it

has become part of the people daily lives. Octopus utilizes the RFID

technology, a technology in offering the customers the ultimate convenience

of simplifying fare collection mechanism and payment process for goods and

services in Hong Kong. As to date, Octopus Cards not only can be used to

pay for public transport fares, they can also be used to pay the mobile phone

bills, rent DVDs, make orders and payments at cafes, purchase goods and

items in Televen retail stores and pay for snacks and soft drinks etc through

the Self-checkout kiosks provided (Octopus, 20ll). The fact that the

transaction processing time only takes less than one-third of a second, people

are continuously drawn to the convenience octopus gives; in fact, it has

become a necessity for the residents and even the tourists whenever they want

to visit Hong Kong (Hong Kong Travel, n.d.).

The oyster cards in London on the other hand, focus on the convenience of
the travellers. The cards have become the main cashless fee payment method

for public transportations; metro, urban, trrms, buses etc and London,s

holiday spots. Offering a high speed transaction time with claimsd reader

sensing proximity of approximately 8 centimetres away, oyster cards have

managed to capture the'Time-crunched" people in London. In addition, the

discount offered for paying certain public transportdions using the pay-as.

you-go oyster card scheme has made it the preferred payment mode for
London community especially those who need to commute on everyday

basis. (London Pass,20l 1).

ln Malaysia's context, we do have our own RFlD-based payment card; Touch

n' Go. First introduced in 1997, focusing on simplifuing the tolls fre
collection payments in highways and car parks, Touch n' Go cad has

managed to spread its wings to cover other industries as to dde; trains,

monorails, LRTs, fast food restaurants, theme parks, cafes etc. (Touch n, Go,

20ll) and the coverage is expanding fast as the time goes by. Touch n, cro



cards offer its customers the convenience of being in the fast lane. Customers

are able to make payments for trains and buses fares, highway tolls etc

conveniently just by swaying their cards - may even be inside wallets or

purses, on the readers and the transaction takes place securely within a split

second without the worry of small changes and balances.

ii. T'ransaction Security and Privacy

Apart from conveniently shorten the overall transaction process time, these

cards offer a secure and private transaction process. The cards are not linked

by any means to any bank accounts and operate based on the amount charged

to the cards. In fact, most of the time, these cards are anon)nnous by default;

not linked to any individuals profile in any country, making it transferable

between users. Octopus and Touch n' Go cards for example can be easily

bought over the counters or self-service kiosks without filling any application

forms; the users are anonymous.

The transactions are safely governed by the compliance ISO/IEC 14443

standards for contact less smartcards. The cards will be able to interact with

readers that have the "secret handshakes" with them; not readable by other

types of RFID readers except the one it is programmed to. This, of cours€,

can reduce the chances of fund stealing or robbery from one's card.

ln simpler words, the current protocols are suffrcient to provide necessry

security and privacy to these RFID-based payment card users as to date.

However, as the technology develops, there are needs to continuously revise

the transaction protocols for RFlD-based payments cards in order to ensure

the security and privacy of the customers. ln fact, there are already ideas md

researches carried out in these areas to date; in improving the security and

privacy level of RFlDbased payrrent cards.

Blass, et al. (2009) suggested the idea of private and Secure paym.ent (psp)
protocols to be used for RFID-based payment cards. The main idea is that the

RFID-based payment cards will not physically store the coins but it receives

instructions to generate a limited number of valid coins that can be \xalidated



by the protocols installed from the reader side. This protocol enhances the

security of the transaction by requiring the cards to send a "challenge"

message to the reader and requires the reader to send the valid replies. If the

messages match each other, the card will then carry out the transaction,

however, if the message sent by the reader does not match the challenge

message sent by the card, the authentication process is considered fail and

transaction will not take place. This approach will definitely increase the

overall security of payment or transactions over the RFID technology;

however, there will be significant increase in the transaction process time

while adopting this protocol.

In addition, Czeskis et al. (2008) proposed a standard solution to use multi-

factor authentication for the RFID-based payment cards; for exartple,

requesting for PIN or password or even biometric scan when making

transaction. However, similar case to the previous, it will result in a

significant increase in the time taken to perfomr a tansaction.

2.4.1 RFID.based Credit and Debit cards

In order to provide more utilities to its customers, the credit and debit card

providers with collaboration with the banking entities are looking into RFID

technology. RFID technology is ought to be able to help to ease the curre,nt

tedious payment process for credit and debit cards; applylng what has been

implemented in other RFID-based payment cards to shorten the payment

process, except that these cards are linked to the customers' bank acoount; which

however can bring a significant security threats to the customers.

Despite the whole cryptology method implemented in RFID,based crds,

adversaries are still able to virtually rob the customers provided they have the

proper RFID readers and encrlption/decryption applications for such purposes.

Hence, the security and privacy level for RFlD-based credit and debit cards must

be strong enough before they can introduce them to the market. In fact, research

has started to look into these areas since the past few years 
"ssslding 
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. People Acceptance

According to Hossain and Prybutok (2008), customer acceptance of
RFID technology especially as payment mode is a very sophisticated issue.

The focus of the customer is mainly ranging from the usefulness of the RFID-

based payment cards to its security and privacy issues. Hossain and Prybutok

also mentioned that the result of one's behaviour is much likely motivated by

his or her behavioural intention; which is in turn motivated by the customers'

perception of the technology based on a given range of factors. Hence, the

customers' intention to use RFID technology will determine whether or not

they will embrace and accept the new technology in their transactions.

Based on Hossain and Prybutok's studies, the customers' intention to

use the RFlD-based payment cards can be laid based on its perceived privacy,

perceived security, perceived regulations' influence, and perceived culture's

influence from the customers' perception. Both the perceived privacy and

perceived security will be further judged from two different dimensions

resulting in four variables; importance of privacy, unwillingness to sacrifice

privacy, importance of security, and unwillingness to sacrifice security as in

the figure below:

Figure 2.7 Factors influencing the customers' intention to use RFlrlbased
payment cards (Hossain and prybutolq 2m8)

Perceived Convenience

Perceived Culture's I nfl uence

Perceived Privacv. lmportanceof Personal Privacy. Unwillingness to Sacrifice Privacy

Perceived Regulation lnfluence

Perceived Securitv. lmportance of lnformation Securig. Unwillingness to Sacrifice Security



2.5 RFID-based Payment Card and lts Challenges

RFID technology is definitely one of the major contributor to the future cashless

paynent mechanism; with the simple ability to store and transmit data RFID can

conveniently ease the transactions in our daily lives, reducing the hustles and thus,

buying us more time to spend for other activities in our ever demanding lifestyles.

As futuristic as it may sound, RFID-based payment cards are still prone to few

problems it has to face as to date. According to Panigrahys, Skjena and Akluruk

(201l), the following are the few major challenges that are relevant to RFID-based

payment cards.

r Technical Factors

Sniffing- RFID technology is indiscriminate, it allows the right

readers to reffieve its information without the knowledge of the card

holders. This could lead to some security issues due to the RFID

reader technology abuse.

Tracking- This however is not relevant to anonymous RFlDbased

payment cards except if the owners take the decision to customize

their cards and having it linked to any personal information which

could be a huge threat for them; their locations will be able to be

tracked every time sAre use the card.

Spoofing/Cloning- Adversaries are able to mimic any authentic

MlD-based payment card by writing appropriately formatted data on

another blank RFID tag. An adversary might have the proper reader to

capture the overall payment process information so that s/he can

replicate the "coins" to be used in hiVher transactions.

Replay Attacks- Relay devices can intercept and retransmit RFID

queries, which adversaries can use to abuse various RFID applications

to retrieve anyone's information or reusing their coins in payment

context.

l.

ll.

Iu.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 System Development Life Cycle

System Development Life Cycle is basically a framework that describes the

activities involved at every stage of a software development project. There are five

stages involved in a software development project which are; Systems planning and

Investigation, System Analysis, Systems Design, Systems Implementation

(Programming, Testing and Documentation) and Systems Maintenance.

According to Czeskis et al. (2008), the development of any new technology

should comply with the following factors, and this project is no exceptional:

i. BackwardCompatibility

The solution should not be based on assumptions of any future modifications

of the current hypermarts business processes. The solution should be able to

accommodate and improve the current and existing technology and processes.

ii. Consistent Usage Model

The solution should require little or no change to the usage model of the

existing self-checkout kiosk, unless there are necessities to do so provided it

is in sync with the sole purpose of the business process. In this context, Self-

checkout kiosk is meant to ease the checkout process, not to change or extend

its scope unless there are needs to do so.

3.1.1 Rapid Application Development (RAD)

The Rapid Application Development model comprises of four major

phases; Analysis and Quick Design, prototlpe Cycle, Testing and

Implementation as depicted by Figure 3.2. The author perceives that adopting
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RAD

this model in developing the system

within the time frame given.

ar/rtvtt3 lE
QUrCr 033ral

will help him in completing the system
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Figure 3.1 Overview of a RAD model

There are many advantages in adopting Rapid Application Development

Model for the development of the system:

i. Speed and Quality

RAD promotes speed and quality in system development process,

primarily through the use of iterative prototyping and active user

involvement. ln terms of speed, RAD allows an early initiation of the

development stage even though the requirements and business

objectives have yet to be defined and narrowed. Besides, the

development of a working prototype concentrates on building the

essential system elements from user perspective. Hence, the users will
get the chance to test the system faster, allowing them to get a sense of
a bit of everything they will get at the end of the development process.

ii. Flexibility

According to Purcell (n.d), RAD model allows a quick requirements

gathering process and development of the system prototlpe.

Feedbacks from the users will then be used as a platform for the

developers to improve the quality of the system and gain a further

insight into the business requirements as the development goes along.

Besides, if there are any changes in techniques or business

requirements deemed necessary to be included in the project, it can be

embedded to the system before it is completed, before too mmy

resources are wasted.



Risk Management

Flexibility, however, may cause the developer to be overwhelmed by

choices in many stages within the development cycle; therefore,

increasing the risk of going entirely in different direction. Hence,

focus is on minimizing project risk by breaking the project into

smaller manageable stages. The developers will go through the same

process over and over again for each development cycle; collecting

valuable information, feedbacks, and requirements as well as helping

to regain focus as they go through the processes.

Nonetheless, it may also leads to an uneven progress in the system

development process, with high-risk areas being overly emphasized

and the low-risk areas are being overlooked; hence, risk management

is the main emphasis in this model (Linger et al, 2002).

Appropriateness

The author has only about 2 months to complete the system. Hence,

by adopting RAD model, the author would be able to start of the

development stage as early as the initial scope been defined; and the

improvements can proceed along in the development stage. Besides,

the author will also be able to produce prototypes, test them, and

enhance from time to time until the complete working system is

produced within the time frame. In this context, RAD model is highly

relevant as the implementation is a priority compared to the

functionalities; core functionalities are given priority.
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3.2 Project Activities

The project activities starts with the planning and analysis and finally moves

further into quick design & description of processes which explains the entire

process in developing the prototlpes and final deliverables of this project.

3.2.1 Problem ldentification and Information Gathering

Speaking from this project's context, the author has managed to identify

problem in the overall checkout process in hypermarts. The author realizes the

opportunity to enhance customers' shopping experience in hypermarts by

enhancing the convenience and speed ofthe entire checkout process.

The author has carried out a preliminary survey on a group of people; from

different age groups, gender and geographical areas in order to spot and to be

able to identify the real problem with the current existing checkout mechanism

in hypermarts. Online questionnaires and interviews have been the main source

of knowledge seeking method used by the author in this context.

i. Onlinequestionnaires

Taking advantage of the technology, the author decided to use the free

online questionnaire services on the internet to help him to reach a

broader audience. The questionnaire comprises of 2 major clusters;

Checkout Mechanism and Payment Modules. Each cluster mainly

consist of several multiple choice questions, open ended (opinion-

based) questions and a few likert-scale questions to ease the answering

process by the audience. The questionnaire was designed in a way that

every audience can only do it once and anonymously.

At the end of the day, the data gained from the questionnaires will be

used by the author in deciding the direction of the project. Besides, the

questionnaire is built in order to foresee the extent of perceived

practicality of the system towards the Malaysian society nowadays;
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given with their limited knowledge on RFID technology and lack of

exposure towards self-checkout kiosk system.

Interviews

In addition, the author has also managed to reach some of the

managers in the hypermarts to gain a general insight of their current

checkout processes; from the minute cashiers scan the customers'

items until the update of their inventory database. The author also has

been exposed with some of the knowledge deemed necessary and

relevant to this project such as the mechanism of the different

payment modules available for customers during checkout,

categorization of items, tagging of items as well as some customers

service mechanisms; which include the introduction of discount or

reward card and queue busters mechanism. Speaking from their

experience, the managers surely shared some very useful knowledge

and information with the author on the practicality and the potantial of
this project to be the future main checkout process.

Apart from that, the author has also managed to conduct a phone

interview on the managers in Touch n Go company; the only RFID

based payment card service provider in lvlalaysia. From this phone

interview, the author has been exposed to the mechanism of a Touch n

Go card, from the places it can be used, the reload and top up

mechanism, transaction update mechanism and some error prwention

mechanism. From the interview, the author foresees the potential of
expanding the usability of the Touch n Go card into raail industries

through this project; however, further communication with the

company is needed for a deeper insight on their technical opoations.

3.2.2 Information Analysis

With all the information gaingd, the author has done s66g analysis and has

managed to define a clear objective and goal of this project as well as the scope

of this project that will need to be covered as for its design 6d implementation.
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In this context, the author has identified the main problem in the current

checkout mechanism in the country is that it is too time consuming and not fast

enough for the'time-crunched" people. Living in the technological er4 people

are becoming more and more impatient and 'time-crunched" due to their busy

lifestyles. Hence, the author foresees the opportunity to enhance customers'

shopping experience in hypermarts by proposing the use of RFIDbased

payment card as payment module for the Self-checkout Kiosks.

Besides, from the hypermarts management's view, customers' satisfaction

is very important. Their level of satisfaction while leaving the hypermarts can be

a determinant whether or not they will make another visit to the store; retention

level, thus, hypermarts will always strive towards satisffing and accommodate

customers' needs during their visit.

"As a business, we want people to leave our stores with smiles and happy

with the convenience we provided to them. " - Syed Mohd Hasri, HR Manager

Tesco (M)

However, in Malaysia, that is not always the case. Most of the time, we

only have a single checkout option while checking out our items in hypermarts;

thus, been restricted to use the traditional cashiers staffed checkout lanes. The

problem with this traditional checkout mechanism is that sometimes it gets too

crowded especially during the weekends and at the end of the month, hence,

customers need to spend most of their time waiting for their tums in the

checkout lanes. This can potentially decrease the customers' satishction and

increase the customers' turnover rate; thus, cause losses to the hypermarts

themselves.

Hence, the author has come up with the idea to have an alternative

checkout mechanism for the customers in hypermarts; self-checkout kiosks

using RFID-based payment card as payment module. The technology has not

been new to the societies in developed countries such as United States and Hong

Kong especially. Thus, the author believes that this technology holds the

potential to revolutionize the whole checkout mechanisms we have in

hypermarts in Malaysia.



3.2.3 Quick Design & Description of Process

The author has decided to implement the self checkout kiosk as an

alternative checkout option for time-crunched customers in hypermarts;

providing them with more convenience and speed. The self-checkout kiosk

system will be built based on the current checkout process in hypermarts. It will

hence, accommodate the following processes:

Figure 3.2 Conventional checkout pnocesses in Hypermarts

In coming out with the proposed design and process flow of the entire

system, the author will need to include all the processes above in ensuring a

wholesome and complete coverage of the checkout process. Based on the

information received through the survey and interviews, the following are the

list of expected functions needs to be covered by the system:

Functions Description

Barcode Data Retrieval The system must be able to retrieve data and

information of the items from barcode scanner,

storing the data in variables.

Items l4formation

Display

The system should be able to display the

information of the individual item scanned along

with its price.

Total Price Calculation The system must update the total price of the

whole items, each and every time a new item is

scanned.

Items Summory

[;unction

The system must be able to display the summary

of the items scanned by the customers and the

total price for checkout and confirmation

purposes.
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Checkout and

C onfi rm at i on [.'un ct i on

The system must be able to store the Total Price

of the customers' items in a variable and thus use

this value to deduct the amount of "token" from

the customers' RFID-based payment card.

RI;ID Payment Card

I)ata Retrieval (Read)

The system must be able to read the initial

amount of "token" available in the RFID

payment card of the customers; compare it with

the Total Price, if sufficient, proceed; othernrise,

prompt error messages.

RI'-IO Payment Card

Data Update (Write)

Upon receiving valid "token"

confirmation, the system must

overwrite the existing data on customers RFID

payment card and replace it with the current

amount of "token" they have; the balance.

as payment

be able to

Receipt Generating

I;unction

Upon successful update of RFID payment card

data, receipt is then generated; containing the

current date, checkout time, summary of items

purchased and total price paid.

Inventory Database

Update

Upon successful checkout, the system will need

to be able to update the inventory database ofthe

hypermarts.

Table 3.1 List of expected system functions and descriptions

The functionalities of the system will be revised and redefined as the

author receives more technical information on the Touch n Go card as well as

the hypermarts point of sales management system.

Besides, the author has also made some research on the functionalities and

process flow of the current existing self-checkout kiosk in other countries in

order to help him in deciding the best practical design and process flow for this



project. In fact, it is expected that the author will produce a series of proposed

designs and process flows before finalizing it prior to the implementation. Until

then, the proposed design is still open to changes; ifthere is any need to expand

the scope or functionalities etc. The functions are classified according to their

importance in the prioritized list of requirements below:

M - MUST have this - Barcode data retrieval

- Manual input of product code for products with no

barcodes

- Total price calculation

- Items srlnmary frrnction

- Checkout and confirmation function

- RFID payment card data retrieval

- RFID payment card data update / overwrite

- Receipt generating and printing function

- Bagging mechanism

S - SHOULD have this - Display the information about the individual item

- PIN or other paymurt verification mettrod"

C - COULD have this if it

does not give effect on

anything else

- Camera; as part of security systeflr

- Discount/Reward card function for members

- Att€ndant approval mechanism for controlled products and

special events.

W - WONT have time for

this but would like to in

the future

- Theft prevantion system

- RFID labels scamring function

Table 1.2 Prioritized List of Requirements using the MoSCow rppnoach
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ffi
Customers

3.2.3.1 SCHECK System Framework

Hypermarts

checkout

databases

SCHECK

Figure 3.3 SCHECK System Framework

Card provider

databases

Based on the figure above, scI{ECK will be connected to both the

hypermart's checkout databases as well as the payment card service provider

databases. upon successful transactions or purchase, SCHECK will
communicate with these databases to update the relevant information

aocordingly.

In this context, scI{ECK will interchangeably retrieve and update

customer's card balances and other information from the card provider

databases. while on the other hand, SCI{ECK will record all the confirmed

transactions or purchases in the hypermart's checkout databases. This

information will then be used by the hypermart to monitor and manage their

inventories as well as reference for accounts payable information; to get

payments from the card providers etc.
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3.2.3.2 SCHECK Proposed Physical Architecture & Physical Flow

Usertouch their RFID

payment card
User scan the items
usintthe barcode

scanner
The inbrmation of the
items proiected on the
screen

Bagging of items
Confirmation of total
price and purchases

and paymentvalidation
Receipt printed

Figure 3.4 SCHECK System Physical Architecture & Physical Flow

2.

4.

5.
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3.2.3.3 SCHECK System Flowchart and System Model

Figure 3.5 SCHECK System Flowclarts
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lnput Output

Figure 3.6 Basic System Model

In this project context, the following are the basic mandatory IPO model involved:

l. Capturing information from customers' card

a. Name - to be Projected on screen

b. Balance - to be used as parameter to compare against the total price to

prevent overspending by customers.

2. Capturing ltems information by scanning the barcodes

a. Items Description - to help hypermarts to keep track of their

inventory; inventory management and monitoring purposes.

b. Items Price - to calculate the total price to be paid by the customers;

deducted from their card balance.

Item information Search for items

from barcode ---) Hil#[*., 
-------) Display detalls

Items price -------t Calculate Total Total amowil to be paid
Price

Card information
(Name, Balance, tD)

, Store in temporary _+ Propct Name on

./ variabhs ' screen

\ Corpare card balarrce lf Balance > Total Prlce
and Total Price Proceed with checkout

lf Total Prlce < Balancc
Prompt message to notfi
cuslomer
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3. Capture purchase information for receipt generation

a. Purchase information consists of Purchased Items Information, Total

Price, Payment confirmation, Date and Time of purchase.

b. Purchase Information will be used to generate receipts for customers

and to update the hlpermarts' cheokout and inventory database.

Purchase
lnformatlon -_* Compib and print + Receifi goneration
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3.2.3.4 SCIIECIK Ilse Case and Class Diagrams
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3.3 Project Gannt Chart & Key Milestones
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3.4 Tools Required

Technically, in developing the system, the author has depided to use the Vival

Basic Progromming Language and C++ in building the functions of the system. It

will be supported by MySQL database which acts as a simulation of the hlpermarts'

checkout database; in which the system will need to update for every single item

purchased by customers. The project will also involve hardware interactions with the

system; which requires the author to have at RFID reader, RFID tags, barcode

scdnner and receipt printer; touch screen monitor is optional. The system will need

to be able to read data from the baroode scanner and RFID reader; dso, need to be

able to update the dda and infonnation on the RFID tags; which simulates RFID

based payment cards. The summary of the required tools is as below:

i. Interfaces and Checkout SYstem

o Visual Basic 2008 Express Edition

o Barcode Reader

ii. RFID smartcard PaYment module

o Visual C++

o RFID reader and tags

iii. Hypermart's Checkout database and Crd provider database

o MySQL Workbench 5.2 G,

u



CHAPTER 4

Rt]ST] t,'IS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 l)ata (Jathcring and Analysis

'l'ltc aulltor has talien the initiative to conduct an online questionnaire,

signilicantly targctirrg the university students and working young adults in Malaysia

in ordcr lo scc their opinions on this project. The significant of targeting these groups

ol'pcoplc is duc to thc lbllowing factors:

I'hcy arc rnore open to new technology and technology sawy

'l'his group ol'pcople is rnore open towards new technology and is willing to try out

thc lalcsl tochttology in the market. Hence, they have more exposure to the series of
tcchnology bcing introduced in the industries; Self-checkout machines such as ATM

antl Illill) payrncnt card such as Touch n Go card.

ll. 'l'irrt c-crrutclted

'l'his group ol'pcople has the urge to spend as lesser time as possible to wait in the

qucrlcs in lrypcrrnarls. They are busy with their workload on weekdays and have very

lirnitcd tirnc to spcnd with their family and waiting in queues in hypermarts during

wcekcntl is dclinitely not a favorable option for them.

'l'hc aulhor took the advantage of the free online questionnaire generator and

prornolcs tlrc link tlrrough social networks such as twitter and facebook; specifically

on lhe working group pages like Linkedln Malaysia facebook page, Justlvlalaysian

lacctxxrk pagc etc. l{ence, this will help the author to reach the working group easily

whilc gairring, nrorc insight and feedbacks from the industry people on the feasibility

ol'lhis pro.jccl irr the country.

llcrrcc, based on the 50 random samples on students and working young

adults. trckrw iuc the results based on the questions asked in the questionnaire.
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l. Determine your age.

! <21

r21-30
r3l-40
r4l- 50

r >5O

Analysis: Most of the respondents are the youngsters and the young adults between

2l to 30 years old. 'l'his young adults group is the best segment to target to be

introduccd with new technology; they are more technology literate and open towards

changes and new ideas. They have the power to decide the future and shaped it
according to their preferences.

2. Determine your gender.

t Male

I Female

Analysis: 'l'he gcnder distribution among the respondents is fairly balanoed. This

will help to show a rightful data on gender preferences when it comes to checkout

proccsses.

3. Are you curnently working?

!Y6

r 1{o

Analysis: l)istribution among respondents who are currently working and not

working is cvenly distributed. Chances are, those who are not working are students,

and thosc who arc working came from those young executives.
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4. How frequent do you shop in hypennarts? [on averagel

I Oncea month

r Once a weel

r Once in a fortnight

Analysis: More than half of the respondents shop in hypermarts once a week and

about one third shop average once a month. This shows that the respondent prefer to

visit the hypcrmarts on weekly basis rather than to buy for monthly stock at once.

5. Size of shopping cart every time you shop in hypermarts?
5.45X

I Eig

r Average

I Small

Analysis: More than half of the respondents shop for average amount of items when

they shop in hypermarts. About one third only shop for few items and very few of

thcm buy a large amount of items when shopping in hypermrts. The average and

small siz.e of shopping cart is most likely due to their weekly visit to the hlpermarts.

6. When do you usuallY

oPtionl 'ooo"
60 (xD.

tO oot.

ao (X)tl

to @ta

lo.ootl

lo,qrla

o.00r.

shop in hypermerts? [May choose more then one

woeldrvr(wofihanl w..rtl;:i.fuo.t w..ltnd3

Analysls: Most of the respondents prefer to shop during weekends and weekdays

after working hours, ln fact, thes€ 2 periods are oonsid€red the't)eak" hous.
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7. what are some of the problems you've faced when checking out your items

at cashiers. i

100.00%

80.oo% i

60.oo%

40.00%

20.q)%

o.oo%

Clumsy tcnSttry Unfrlcndly
cashier paymcnt caslrlcor

pfoc63

Analysis: The main problem faced by the respondents in hypermarts is the Long

waiting lines when checking out their items; all of the respondents agreod that this is

the major issue they faced when it comes to shopping in hypermarts. Other frctors

such as unfriendly cashiers, lengthy payment process and clumsy cashiers atso

contribute towards the overall dissatisfaction of the customen during thcir checkout

process in hypermarts.

E. How frequent does the problem(s) in (7) heppened on you?

0.0096

lAllthcdmc

I iltootof the 0mc

a Rarcly

lOncc

Analysis: More than half of the respondents agreed th* the probhms mcntioned

happened to them most of the time despite the some of the hypcrmarts cfrort to
introduce the 'Que Buster" mechanism. If this persist, the lerrcl of clstomers

satisfaction will be greatly affected.

LonS
waitinB

lan6

It8



9. If you were given a choice, would you opt for alternative checkout option?

I Yes

!No

Analysis: 8 out of l0 respondents said that they will opt for another checkout option

should the problems of the long waiting lines persis. This is definitely true with the

fact that most of the respondents are working young adults and they are the time

crunched individuals.

10. Please specifu the reason(s) for (9).

Analysis: Overall, the reasons specified by the respondents to opt for dternuive

checkout mechanism are as follow:

The respondents hate waiting in lines

The respondents would like to have a faster and speedy checkout process

The respondents would like to save their time as much as possible

The respondents favor convenience

The respondents would like to avoid the crowd

The respondents would opt for it if their shopping cart size is small

11. Please rate the impoftance of the following criterir for you whcn you
checkout your items. [- Not Important, $'Very Importentl

1. Speed of checkout

2. Convenience (Ease of
checkout)

3. Freedom to control your
items

t23.t5
5.45% 3.23% 9.68% 32.26% 48.39%

9.68% 0% 9.68% 35..rg% 45.16%

9.68% 3.23% 22.58% 35..18% 29.03%

Analysis: More than half of the respondents perceive that spced, convenience and

freedom to control their items during checkout are important for them. This slrows



that most of the respondents would like to get in control over as much thing as

possible while checking out their items; including the speed, time and the way they

checkout their items.

12. What is your opinion on having self-checkout kiosks in hypermerts rs
alternative to the existing cashiens.staffed checkout hnes?

Analysis: The summary of the responds from the respondents on the idea of having
self-checkout kiosks in hypermarts:

i. The system must be user friendly and easy to use

ii. The kiosk may be able to save their time

iii. The kiosk will lessen the time taken for waiting in queues

iv. For customers with big size shopping cart, it might be inconvenient

v. Customers do not prefer to bag their own items unless they re motivated by

other reasons to do so

vi. Items theft might be a major problem

vii. Supervision from attendants might be needed - to assis the customcrs and to

minimize theft cases

viii. Convenient for customers with small size of shopping cart

13. Do you own a Touch n Go card?

rlts
lNo

Analysis: Since the respondents came from different regions across the oountry,

most of them are not exposed to the existence of Touch n Go card tecinology.

Hence, more than half of the overall respondents do not owtr a Touch n Cro crd;
most probably this group of people lives outside Klang valley in which Touch n Go

uses is very limited.
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14. (If answered Yes to 13) What do you usually use it for?

50.00'6

45.00t6

40.q)t6

35.00%

30.oot6

25.00x

20.oot6

15.(x)X

t0.q)rt
5.00%

0.fi)96

Roadtoilpavmrnr ffi ffi oh.r!

Anatysis: Each and every one of the respondents who orrned a Touch n Go card only

uses the card for Road toll fee payment, Parking fee palment and hrblic hansport bG

payment. Not a single one of the respondents know any othes uscs of Touch n Go

card; this shows how limited the knowledge of the lvlalaysian community on thc rcal

uses of RFID based payment crd such as Touch n Go.

15. (If answercd No to 13) What are the nelsons you'r: not using it?

mrtcdG 
*x HI' *:lr!, 

rilr.dc-t ol5
aEalr

Analysis: This shows how limited is the knowledge of the frflalaysim community in

the real uses of RFID based payment crd srch as Touch n Go in this n*ion. Whilo

some of our counterparts in East lv{alaysia do tnow about thc qistoocc of srch

technology, the limited infrastructure and uses becomes a borricr for thcm to cqby

the technology; so as most of the states in fvlalaysia outside KLng vellcy ; whcre all

the ffiastructure like monorails, trains and busses conccffiated Hcoe, thcrc is a

need to elevate and expand the uses of this technology in ttc Malryrim liftstyl6;
and shopping in hypermarts would be the best plfform br thc RFIDbo$d rd
technology to gain such leverage that it needed.

25.00ra

20.oor

l5.G

10.oo*

I
Ii-r
I

I

+

if-
I
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16. What is your opinion on using Touch n Go card to pay for your items in

hypermarts?

Analysis: Overall, the following are the summary of the responses received

from the respondents:

i. It is convenient to use Touch n Go due to its coilactless features

ii. It will speed up the process as no signature or small shanges are involvod

iii.Might leads to misuse of cards if stolen - no security protection

iv. Need to reload again and again which is troublesome

v. Very convenient for time-crunched individuals

Basically, the respondents are trapped in between the pros and cons of RFID

based payment card such as Touch n Go. Issues like theft and misusc of thc crd is

the major concern for using the card for shopping. However, srch rt be5ond our

control does not limit the uses and convenience offered by srch technology.

The idea of using ATM card and debit card are more drngerous as the crds re
directly linked to the individuals bank account, and if by any chmces, it is stolen, thc

whole individual's assets will be gone as well. On the other han4 despitc thc

troubles to need to reload again and again, RFID based paymcnt crd such as Touch

n Go minimize the risk of losing the entire assets and dlow the users to coffiol tho

amount of assets they wish to store in the card - depending on their tolcrance of

risks.
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4.2 Experimentation/Modeling

4,2.1Database Design and Schematic Model

The database is one of the most important parts to this project. The design

must resemble as close as possible, the real life hypermarts database design; in

terms of the tables and fields included. The database schema for SCHECK is

reflected in Figure 4.2. Throughout the design, the author has included several

assumption deemed necessary to ensure the success of this project within the

time frame. The assumptions are as follow:

i. The scale of the database has been minimized to fit the scenario of a

single main branch of the hypermarts chain. Hence, the database contains

tables and information about the items sold in the hypermarts :ls well as

the registered customers (with their RFID card serial number as their

CustlD). In real life application, customers' database should be sided in

one centralized database of the payment card service provider while the

items and inventory database should be managed accordingly by the

respective hypermarts branches.

ii. The Barcode number standards been used by the hypermarts chain is

the EAN-13. EAN-13 encodes 12 digits of numeric data along with a

trailing check digit, for a total of 13 digits of barcode data. Hence, all the

items in the "ltems" table should comply with the standards: l3 digits.

, [[ff ilil|l[ilil i' J:: ;::' :iu
Nrxnber Systim Code Codc

Figure 4.1 EAN-13 Barcode's elements

Hence, the author has managed to come up with a database schema as in

Figure 4.2.
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Customers can start scanning
their items, one at a time. The
l3 Digits barcode numbers will
appear at the ltem codc
textbox.

At the same time, thc syscm
runs through a quick query in
the database to scarch for
information about thc item

scanned (using the bucodc
number as parameter)

Record found.

Retrieve Product Namc
& Unit Pricc.

Record not found.

Display error
message.

Total Prlce: Rll 27.00

lnsert a keyword and click "Search"
Button. Select the appropriate item
and hit the "Select" button.
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application restarts.
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Details of the transaction
(Transaction lD, CustlD, Name,
Items purchased, Date and
Time) will be recorded in a text
file as proof of transaction.

New Card Balance will be
displayed.

Reward points calculated and
saved.

Receipt is printed.
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4.3 Prototype Cycle

Throughout the two prototyping loops, the author has spofted few areas that need

a '?edirection" from the initial planning of SCHECK. The issues are irs follow:

i. Age checking is not relevant in SCHECK - purchase of age-restricted items

The pp'ID payment card can be used by other individuals than the owner; as

long as they know the PIN number, disregard of their age. Hence, in order to

ensure tight security on the purchase of age.restricted items, the author has

decided that SCIIECK should not cover the said area. The purchase of age

restricted items needs to be done manually at the cashiers for legal purchases.

Customers; disregard of any age, will not be able to checkout agerestricted

items through SCHECK.

ii. Discount and rewards mechanism

Discount and rewards mechanism will only be featured based on the

agreements between the payment card service provider and the hypermarts

chain. In this project, the author decided to include the reward point

mechanism, in which the customers will get reward points based on the total

price they pay for each transaction.

iii. Database scale and implementation

As been discussed before, the author has decided to compress all the possible

tables for SCFIECK into one single database - disregard of its real-lifc

practical approach. Hence, in this project, dl the cuslomers, items,

transactions and purchases details will be stored and retrieved from one single

MySQL database. However, should this project been taken into rcal lifc

implementation, intensive research on the practical approach to design and

place the databases should be conducted - where to $ore the tables etc.
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iv. Theft prevention mechanism

This is one of the major concerns in this project. Though this issue might not

be big with the assumption that all the customers are ethicd and won't

perform any thefts or any misconduct while shopping, however, we need to

consider the chances and possibilities. Hence, as extension to this project,

further research on customers' theft issues as well as theft prevention

mechanisms in hlpermarts should be conducted. These researches will

definitely help in providing more ground for this proict to be employed in

Malaysia as soon as possible. Given the limited time frame to work on this

project, the author however, will not cover the mentioned reas. Thosc

researches can be conducted as m extension for this project in the futurc -
should opportunitY Prevails.

4.3.1 SCHECK Interfaces

Start Window

Functions: Change Language, Retrierrc Daa from RSID card

SCHECK
Lhlatntlcb,
WrbombBCtGCl(t hod.rb
uo ll$ dlrdod ldorlt, C.-.rurtltou hvrthrtolorhg
t. Smrbrrd
2. Prrd tegt

Ta,rdrlarOrdbffrr>v 2.sf.neE.3nr[ \
1. Torrcrt C.r6 U lrtPl0l

=*o -r {co,fi,rnr.ih II
V 

2J3rrn&8llElt

-L/
!.ge!9g!_rot
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ii. Total Price Window

Functions: Scan Items' barcodes, Lookout for ltems, Next

Item, Remove [tem, back to Main Menu and Checkout

f-,,,ry]
@
Ir

Card Balance: RI 376.00 Total Prloo: RI 27.00

Search Window

Functions: Ins€rt keyword, Serch ltems and Sclet ltcur

ffil5r

m.: 28{$20i Tlmc: 5:48:07

Trnsectlon lD: 2&111072

qt ltfrlo lllfl
l il.to rato
r 7.o 7.o
t ato t.D

$-rrrffi-
Hl Abdul Rahman
tlrCdG
lLtl
t{(fl lltrabdrO Clorr lold f Oe
lJrbrtr:Trr0r&Gut Oft.E 25hl
Joarnon A Jofnor B&y Ldon loonl

lll.

I rE--r-ur

I-EtrtrtrtrtrtrEE i

IqrEiEtrtrtrmEmtr
trItrIEEtrtrtrE
EEtrtrEMEE
. --rfc -]fnl

urftbrhrr
Plcclc lmGrt0rc uP dthc Proirt
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iv. Payment Window

Functions: Insert PIN, back to Total Price window, Confirm

transaction, update database, save transaction record to text

files for record keePing

iff
t.to
,.o
t.t.D

@,il,^i,1 tr"d I ,

Thank You Window & SamPle ReceiPt

Functions: Print Receipts, Restart applicat ion

SCHECK

S:Urffi", summary

Card Balance: Rill 376.00

TotalPrice: RM 27.00

Pleaac inrcrtYour PIN No:

tffri

Ir .2 .lt
Ir ,5 ,6]
lz ,s el
-0- Clear

Date: 23{&201 Time: 5:48:19

Transaclirn lD: 5841 94368

trtr a ltfrbr
].tonone.ldl.dtB&rL.. 1 6.to

]Urfrln.Trdrf Gr'lDfr... t r.O
l1*lltnil.rf.tcL-.r... t r{to

Pelmont roo.pa.d.

NrwCrrd Bdno: il taO.OO
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4.4 Findings

4.4.1 SCHECK Test Case Results
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4.4.2 Snapshots of important codes

i. Full screen without toolbars

Plivare S'Jb fiDdorsulri.rlzcd ( I
Me. ForBordctStyle - mDdoer, for! . foilotdetst ylc. Io:
Ue.linddstlte - Forillado3trte.f.rlrird
Uc. SBartPoritloo - fotrsttrtPollcio.lrDs.I
Ue.CoDgrolSor - Ea]se

End Sub

ii. Reading data from RFID card through COM Port

PrrvlEC Sub ODcD@tlDort o
If Noi ricaPorc.Itol,.D ThcE

rry
rfccPort.!.uil.E. - 9aOO

LfccPort.Poscla -'@t&16-
rlccPors.Prtlty r lg.rotat. PattBy.h
ryccDoas.IrrLll,'Bt - t
rrcaPort.SroDEltr - IO. Dostt.$qttlct.d
rylcclorB.i.Dd.h.lr - Io.Dostt.Laal.b.L.ba
ryCcPoar.n .dfinot - IOOO

rtccDorc.ncc.,'vCGyt t1traaDolld - I
qccDort.DGlEabl. - fEu.
ryCcPorc.OD.!o

Catcll cr As trcaDClo
Xrglor ('lrror ODGaiDg OC{ Doa!', L.CaodgftL. ffBt'-ll

End fry
IC

Plivare 5u! hr.Lccirtd(Byvaf lcoth! l! CDic(i, lltlf C & Srtc-.!0.mr.%t
fertBorl. Ilrole Gai tlDf agrc! (Lxl!!s*l Dtefrqcll, nr Grcc|t (l t I I

Ead suD

Eri."nd SuD lbt.fGc.irtqoft (,
D!s. - D.r. + ltcGti.r...rlrlrtlry(,
It L!(II! ) 'L:l ttc!

turlod.fcrr - lcrtlorl.ttlt + ltlcso-ft.Ytru.tlc.3rllbta, ,, lll a ilt
BrctFoft .Dt!D.hl'r' fdte
CucsID - fcstldl.Icrt.lNBtl{l0, fol
fcrtlcal.ctc.t(l

iii. Connecting to pecifid MySQL &tabasc

PrivrEc Sub Crctf(l
rlbtrbrlc CcDCcti@
c@. !cr. tlrSqfC@GC3fE0
c@.coD.ct1@sBrbt''tcrtu'locrLDot!, .It&.!GrItUr, ar8 trlzuB, tr6l=i:lr.

End Sub

EDd

End Sub
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iv. On ldle, restart application

p!tw.!r SuD ford_9r1a_Dtrtbxdtt:fvrf tGfir It ObJ.cC, rygrf . ft qrtlr.ltltfaftl ladla, b.E a-
R@nBedlc! lDD:,lc.3lo.tdl., Mdr.trof 6ldl.

End Sub

P!rv.E. suD Otrrdt. (By',ltrl' t It oDJ.cE, !yv.l . rt lEt&g'l
rf xn > Idl,G!.tcfi.-.ldcturue (21 ttGn

!G.Cl,orc ()

flrSc.$tor(l
End Il

End sub

!!rv..c suD :oc.l,Prle-!.yPrs(!W.l t dr ft Objec, !W'f 
' 

ft tlt't-'ffE'
IAlcLtcfl- ' Ior
uBlued..l6to

End Sub

lrrv.re suD focrtpricc_tourclbr(lyvrt *r It Objccs, rysrl a ft rytC-.rllE.fE.Ercftpl f
ldlctLsctl- 'Ior.
Brc,!.r€dc. locu! ( )

End Sub

v. Scan item's barcode and data retrieval

rrr,cncl suD Sc.DIEGt(lWrl D.8cod. It S!r''D{,
Try

coas.ODCa()
rYcnaDal.Co8xcct'@' co!
rtca.Dd.cc.ldt.rc - l.sfxtcf !.Pro.Ir tl[ tt- I :tE r.L8dl.' a -a--,
ttcrtLG - ryCanDd.lrac!!.tc.f.s (, .Iogs&Llgl
lycc.nd.Ca.tldt rr - l'lEttct 1.UatBPt1c. nol t!- t Et r.!rt€alD.'a l!-l
OnitPric,. r 4c-!d-Er.Grrc.tc.hs ( I .fo$d,{
rycand.Cradt.sc - (.!GXtCt 1.C.E Cc8, l'E ll- I Ill l.bt*' a b8-l
C.Ecgoty' ryC-.Dd-lir.crrcsc.fat (,'log8tr.r
r! crtcgoay - 'rclcrlctGdll'r' It'a

u.rr.9.!or.sh(.RG.as1srGd lccr ar. Dt rllil.| lo D. a-GEG l.l{t I!c& Dr-r
c@a.CloaCo
Clc.a o
BtElasooaL.locot ()

EII
liD.fa.Eh (l
coa.Clot o

End It
c.ccb ar a! Erca?BtG

rDc.!et. $..I (rIGGl t'. ao{ recornrlrc' -l
tadt scod..ql..t(,
t:Gltr:.co(lc-foat(l
@aD.C.lot(l

Ead tly
End sub

vi. Receipt printing

Dh E rt l, J3rl.Dg - .C:\trsr\ut\h.lt4\*l!cnlarDC.\' a E-.rd-tD.ll. a ..r-.
Erlll.c.rF(trQ)

lnd 3rD

PuDtlc 3S Drlsll.c:irDclrw.r lilLr r.9E${l
Drr Dr$.st ft tn, hEta9catltrlo
ftE! DlSc.rG

.DUGIr. lt!..r

.9.6 r l8ltrr.

.a-aor6Byil. - lBc..ttlrGtf..ffrb
ird r1cl
?socaa.. t"-st lDlsLtc,

lod tuD
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4.4.3 Post-development survey results / Usability Test

Based on the post-development survey conducted by the author to a group of
targeted respoendents, below are the results gained:

i. I am able to complete the checkout proc€ss using SCHECK without any help.

Strongly Agree

Atree

Neutral

Dlsagree

StronSly Dlsagree

tot6

I zox

o%

o%

OYc

o% 20% &* 60t6 tot6 loot6

ii I found that SCHECK prototype is easy to use'

Agree Zlcr

Neutral 095

Disagree OX

StronglY Dlsagree O1t6

o% 20* 0x

SCfmCK screen is user-friendlY.

stronglyAgree Esoe

50r

ii i.

StrongtyAree Ersr
Atrec Sflj

Neutral OX

Dlsagree O*

Strongly Disagrce OX

or5 10t6 zvx 30I /ror 50r 60r

The instructions in SCHECK were clear and easy to follow.iv.
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StronglyAgree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

(r%

OYo

o% Lot6 2ox l(J!x 4{,x 50t6 6l,'6

v, All of the functions I expected to find were present in scHECK.

StronglyAgree Egx

Atree E zst6

Neutral (t,|l6

Disagree I e96

Strongly Dlsagree 096

a% 20?6 &* 80t6

vi. scHECK is well organized and the buttons wefe easy to find

stronglyAgree Ecoe
Atree Eros

Neutnl o16

Dlsagree Ot6

Stmngly Disagree

OX z0?t tlox Oof

vii. I immediately understood the instructions and the function of each bunon.
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viii. I found navigating around SCHECK screen to be easy.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Atree

Neutral

Dlsagree

Strongly DlsaSree

StronglyAgree

AEr€e

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

E zox

o%

(r%

@6 LW6 20x 3,UX &% 5016 WX

anx
f}16

o,6

06 20x 0* wx torS loor

Eeos
(,,6

ox

o%

ix. If SCI{ECK were to be implemented in hlpermarts, I will use it.

ar6 zax 10x 8013 tor

x. Checking out my items with SCI{ECK is relatively faser than the castriers.
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Dlsagree

(J16

(,16

o%

o% ta% 2ur5 ?t,I16 tuttx sux wx

xi. SCHECK provides greater control for me to checkout my items.

S$onglyAtree

Agree

Neutral OX

Dlsagree

Strongly Dlsagree

ox 20,6 &x fix wx r063uror

In summary, the feedbacks from the respondents has been very encouraging cxccpt

for the fact that the prototype does not @ver a wholesome checkout prooess as it

intended to due to budget limitations. In this case, the author is unable to implcmcnt

the theft prevention msshanism that he aspires to include at first.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the self-checkout kiosk system (SCHECK) aims to offer an

alternative platform for customers in hypermarts to checkout their items parallel to

the existing cashiers' staffed checkout- lanes. Targeted at time-crunched individuals,

SCHECK will allow the customers to cut down the waiting time in checkout queues

and simplit/ the payment process by using RFID based payment card hence,

elevating the customers' checkout and shopping process to a more convenient and

speedy experience.

Nonetheless, in order to achieve those goals and to implement this technology

in the country, first, a study on the customers' acceptance of both Self-checkout

kiosks and RFID based payment card technology was be carried out. The sudy was

conducted with hypermarts. Besides that, the industrial technology practicality and

network design was discussed. Then, the issues of theft arnongst customers in

hypermarts and its prevention mechanisms were discussed.

In conclusion, SCTIECK is a recommended solution for timecrunched

individuals shopping at hlpermarts who want the flexibility of choosing a fbser

goods-checkout mode. At the same time, it helps hypermart management reducc the

length of checkout queues during peak hours. The use of FSIDbssed prepard

payment cards allow customers to control the spending because unlike with credit

cards, they cannot spend money they do not have. The usage of this card also

expands the potential customer base to include people from the lower income gloup

who cannot afford credit cards to enjoy the flexibility SCI{ECK offers.

As a recommendation for future enhancements, SCIIECK should suppo]r

credit card payments and use RFlD-reader to scan all the goods at one go oncc thc

customer takes the shopping cart through the checkout scanner. This will make the

checkout process faster and add more value to the entire system implementdion.
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o Pre-developmentSurvey

1.

Self-checkout kiosk with RFID based Smaftcard
payment module

To complctr this runcy, you murt undrrrtrnd thr follodng frtrrmr urrd in thb rurvry.
t. RFIo b.r.d sm.rtcrrd : r.g: Touch n Go crrd (ttrhpir). optrr c.rd (ux), o6pr,t crrd (Hr). Ez uak
cerd (S'porr)

2. Chxkoutr en rct rhcre curtomar bring the itrmr thry rrr phnning to buy to c.rhiafl fw pryrr.t
end ba99in9.

3. Srlf-chrckout: thr idrr of uring mrchinr/kiork to drrdout thr itrmr; rolFrrvicr btir

Detemlneyouragte r

,4, <21

,8. 21 - 30

, ,c.3r - 40

.',o.4r-50

, E. >50

DeterrhsyoorocdGr. .

' 
, A. Urle

, ,8. Femrh

Atr }oU amtrilly mdfit? '
-,A. Ycc

-, B. Xo

nor f,'cCet dop ilQ h l}rc3tls, [c .Erl .

, 
- A, Onca e month

;-rBOnccenck
- C. Oncc in a fortnight

shs of *opphe cart srulthlp :fO h ltlir.tts? .

'_; A. Erig (bought e lot of ibrmr)

i-r B. Ay.r.g. (o*Adrnbly moderl)

,-, C. Smrll (bogcm onb 6cr hrrnr)

Uhc do nr rlt sfo, h ltrrarts? .

[A. Wrkdryr (rc* houc)

!a wcddryl (rfue rkhorrr)

f C. t{rekrndr

3.

5.
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8.

7. What are qxre ol the problem you'ue faed wten dreeg qt y,o37 icas ncashiers. .

A. Long miting lincs

rB, Clumsy cashies

'C. Lengthy payment pro(ess (reit for small changes ek)

- D. Unfriendly cashicrs

i E. Other (Please specify):

tlow ftequent does $e probleil(s) h (7) happsd qt Ft? .

' A. All thc time

B. Most of thc timc

C. R.ruly

' O. Oncc

U yuu ren Oircn a dtoie, mdd yoc out for afterrrtlrc dter. oillr?
- A, Yes

- B. llo

ro. Pb.se sDcdfy the rcaso(s) tor (9). .

rr. PlBree ratedre lnrorbre oltrefurorhe otxL hrua *a pr drtrpr
ftenu .

I - Not Import nC 2 - Slighdy Import nt 3 - AvrfrgGa - ImpoTt nt 5 - V..y Impo.unt

a t 3.2 c.3 o.a c.t
1. Spccd ofchcckout

3. Frecdom to control your itGmt 
- 

-

12. urhd b pr-oohfoa a havho sCt-dr&r Ho.tt b frprt .r rhdtr t Lacri$oe crstictr-itaffGd dcef hrcs? '

rr. Doyooolr! Iord rGoott? .
rf vor u Yer' to t5r rrtir' ,L.- ,.oo.d to q..rtic t{. tf 'ro' ta.- Fd t l-tb t!.

- A. Ye3

,- &io

9.
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14. Uuhlt do you usrnlly use it fot?

!A. Rod toll pryment

nB. P.rldng 6lr prymcr*

f]C, fublic tt.ntPort fee prymcnt (ltn, monoreil, hrtt . .tc)

!D. othor (Cerrr rpedfy):' - _ _- .

What are tie nsltoo3 yott'tl rd rfie f,

[A. Umitcd uscs

!a. erivrcy €o'le.'tE

f,C. Srurity thnrt

[O. ltot comrnle.* rrcugh

!E. lmeoctkrlity (too mtny peoph urin,gt L m.la. dr. -tOtO lo.t too loag)

DF. oth.a (Cerr rerdtr):r==---_

Wtat b yoor ot5lo. a rfiO Tord . Go d{ b r.y hr yr b b lfrlS? r

/t

15.
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r Post-developmentSuney

lnformotion on SCHECK

i. The objective of this questionnaire is to conduct a feasibility study on the use

of RFID-based payment card as a payment module on self-checkout kiosk in

hypermarts. The feedbacks from hypermarts' customers are important for

further improvements on this project.

ii. SCHECK is a seltcheckout kiosk system which uses RFID payment card

module as its only payment mode. When using SCHECK, customers are able

to freely scan the items they wish to purchase and bag them accordingly. In

order to pay for the items, customers are required to use their RFID-bascd

payment card; e.g. Touch n Go.

Terms & Joraons

i. RFID payment card e.g: Touch n Go card (Malaysia), Oyster Card (UK),

Octopus Card (Hong Kong), EZ-Link Card (S'pore)

ii. Checkout: An act where customers bring the items they are planning to buy to

counters / point of sales for payments and bagging.

iii. Self-checkozr: The idea to automate the checkout process and give freedom and

control on checkout processes to the customers.

iv. Conventional checkout mechanisrn: Refers to the standard cashicrs-Eaffed

checkout lanes.

lnstructions to fill in the survev

i. All questions labeled * are mandatory.

ii Please select your answer based on the following:

I - Strongly disagree

2 - Disagree

3 - Neutral
4 - Agree

5 - Strongly Agee

iii. You are not allowed to refer to any individuals other than the person in chrge
when answering the questions in this survey.
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Questions

l. I am able to complete the checkout process using SCHECK without any help.
12345

2. I found that SCHECK prototype is easy to use.

12345

3. SCHECK screen is user-friendly.

1234s

4. The instructions in SCHECK were clear and easy to follow.

12345

5. All of the functions I expected to find were present in SCIIECK.

12345

6. SCHECK is well organized and the buttons were easy to find.

12345

7 . I immediately understood the instructions and the firnction of each button.

1234s

8. I found navigating around SCIIECK screen to be easy.

1234s

9. If SCI{ECK were to be implemented in hlpermrts, I will use it.

t234s

10. Checking out my items with SCHECK is relatively frSer then &s cashicrs

12345

I l. SCHECK provides greater control for me to checkout my ite,ms.

t2345

12. Any additional comment on SCIIECK?
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